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7D5N Fun in Tokyo Tour 
 

      (CODE:MJP7T) 
 

H I G H L I G H T S  

Discovery 
⚫ Mount Fuji: Fuji 5th Station, Lake Kawaguchiko, Oishi 

Park, Kawaguchi Lake Station, Gotemba 
Outlet,Narukawa Art Museum 

⚫ Tokyo: Tokyo Camii Mosque, Sensoji Temple, 
Narukawa Art Museum,Odaiba Marine Park,Diver city 
Tokyo 

Special arrangement 
⚫ Tokyo Mizube Line Tour (From Sensoji Temple to 

Odaiba Marine Park) 

Accommodations  
⚫  Local 4 stars throughout 
 

  

DAY 1   SINGAPORE – TOKYO                                                                  
Assemble at Singapore Changi Airport for your flight to Tokyo.  
DAY 2  TOKYO – MOUNT FUJI (Light breakfast/ Lunch/Dinner)                  STAY:4 STARS FUJIKAWAGUCHIKO 
RESORT HOTEL OR SIMILAR CLASS  
Proceed to Mount Fuji  5th Station upon arrival, Mount Fuji  5th Station is the symbol of Japan and also the main stop on 
Mount Fuji(subject to weather conditions and itinerary may be replaced by visit to Oshino Hakkai) .Then take a far view of 
Mount Fuji at Lake Kawaguchiko Oishi Park,whic has the most complete view of Mount Fuji. Take some beautiful photos of 
Mount Fuji at photo stop at Kawaguchi Lake Station. 
DAY 3   MOUNT FUJI – TOKYO (Breakfast/Lunch)                       STAY:4 STARS SUNSHINE CITY PRINCE  OR SIMILAR 
CLASS 
After breakfast, spend your morning at Japan's largest outlet mall “Gotemba Outlet”,Around 200 stores selling famous 
domestic and foreign brand. Enjoy shopping for everyone in the family. Then proceed to Shibuya ,visit Tokyo Camii 
Mosque. During the trip today, view of Tokyo Tower a landmark of Tokyo. 
DAY 4   TOKYO (Breakfast,No tour guide and car)             STAY:4 STARS SUNSHINE CITY PRINCE  OR SIMILAR 
CLASS 
After breakfast,spend the day free at leisure. 
Recommended itinerary 

【Akihabara】From Harajuku to Aoyama Avenue,Akihabara is a tree-lined boulevard known as the "Paris" of Japan, with 

elegant avenues, open chic coffee shops and restaurants, and high fashion shops. 

【Shibuya】Shibuya is the a major commercial and finance center housing the 2 busiest railway stations in the world, 

Shinjuku and Shibuya station. It is also a popular nightlife district and famous for its shopping malls.  

【Ginza】A major business district in center District of Tokyo, Japan, known as "the most expensive place in Asia", 

symbolizing Japan's prosperity and famous for its high-end shopping stores. It is a shopping haven for all customers.  
DAY 5   TOKYO (Breakfast,No tour guide and car)                               STAY:4 STARS SUNSHINE CITY PRINCE  OR 
SIMILAR CLASS 
After breakfast,spend the day free at leisure. 
Recommended itinerary 

【Warner Bros. Studio Tour Tokyo-The Making of Harry Porter】Follow in the footsteps of Harry Potter and explore the 

wonders of the wizarding world - right here in Tokyo! Asia's first and only Harry Potter Studio! Go behind the scenes and 
discover the filmmaking secrets of Harry Potter and the movies in this new cinematic themed park. 

【Tokyo Disneyland】Tokyo Disneyland is known as the number one amusement park in Asia, While maintaining the 

authentic style of Disneyland in the United States, the park has added a large number of Japanese characteristics, such as 
food and  performances. 
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DAY 6   TOKYO (Breakfast/Dinner)                        STAY:4 STARS HOTEL MYSTAYS PREMIER NARITA OR SIMILAR 
CLASS 
Proceed to the leafy and historical district of Asakusa to visit the venerable Sensoji Temple, which has more than 1300 years 
of history. Next, pick-up souvenirs at the nearby Nakamise shopping street, a walkway leading to the temple that is lined 
with crafts, trinkets and other cultural curios. Browse and shop for the perfect keepsake for loved ones back home. Then take 
a water bus from Sensoji Temple to Odaiba Marine Park, passing Tokyo's famous landmarks such as Fuji TV and Rainbow 
Bridge. Proceed  to Odaiba Divercity Tokyo Plaza ,you can do some shopping and enjoy the delicacies  here. Don’t forget to 
take photo with the real scale Gundam model, if you are a comic fan. 
 
DAY 7   TOKYO – SINGAPORE (Breakfast)                                                             
After breakfast, transfer to the airport for your flight back to Singapore.. 
 
Service fee for drivers and tour guide: 800 YEN/Person/Day 
 
Remarks 
Revisions, if any, in itinerary are subject to the Company’s Terms and Conditions, a copy of which is available at www.ChansWorld.com/PackageTourTnCs 
In particular, the Customer is requested to note the following:  
Itinerary may be subject to change due to circumstances beyond the Company’s control.  
Accommodation in designated cities is subject to room availability.  
Sequence of itinerary may be subject to change.  
Proposed changes, if any, that are not accepted will be subject to the refund provisions set out in the Terms and Conditions.  
During local or international public holidays such as Christmas Day, some attractions may be closed or will operate for half a day. Alternative arrangements will be 
made to visit these affected attractions on other days or they will be replaced with alternatives.  

If halal meals are not available it will be replace with vegetarian or seafood  meal  
The tour guide will speak English throughout the tour. 
The hotel category is subject to local standards in Japan.  
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